
The Last Airbender: North and South, Part
One: Enter the Avatar
The season three premiere of Avatar: The Last Airbender, "North and
South, Part One: Enter the Avatar," is a thrilling and action-packed episode
that sets the stage for the epic conflict to come. The episode introduces the
Fire Nation's fearsome new general, Zhao, and his plans to capture the
Avatar. Aang and his friends must race against time to stop Zhao and save
the Northern Water Tribe.

The episode begins with a flashback to the Southern Air Temple, where
Aang is training with his mentor, Monk Gyatso. Gyatso tells Aang that he is
the Avatar, the one who can master all four elements and bring balance to
the world. Aang is overwhelmed by the revelation, but Gyatso assures him
that he will be ready when the time comes.
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Back in the present, Aang and his friends are traveling to the Northern
Water Tribe to seek refuge from the Fire Nation. Along the way, they are
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attacked by a group of Fire Nation soldiers led by Zhao. Zhao is a ruthless
and ambitious general who is determined to capture the Avatar and restore
the Fire Nation's honor.

Aang and his friends are outnumbered and outmatched, but they manage
to escape thanks to the help of a young waterbender named Katara. Katara
is a skilled waterbender who is determined to protect her home from the
Fire Nation. She agrees to help Aang and his friends reach the Northern
Water Tribe.

As they travel, Aang and his friends learn more about the Fire Nation's
plans. Zhao is planning to attack the Northern Water Tribe and capture the
Avatar. Aang and his friends know that they must stop Zhao, but they are
not sure how. They decide to seek the help of Avatar Roku, the Avatar who
lived before Aang.

Aang and his friends travel to Roku's temple on Crescent Island. They find
Roku's spirit, and he agrees to help them. Roku tells Aang that he must
master the four elements and learn to use his Avatar State in order to
defeat the Fire Nation.

Aang and his friends set out to train and prepare for the upcoming battle.
They know that they will have to face many challenges, but they are
determined to stop the Fire Nation and save the world.

Analysis

"North and South, Part One: Enter the Avatar" is a well-paced and exciting
episode that introduces the main conflict of the third season. The episode
does a great job of establishing the stakes of the conflict and introducing



the new characters. Zhao is a particularly well-developed character, and he
quickly becomes a formidable opponent for Aang and his friends.

The episode also does a good job of setting up the season's main themes.
The theme of balance is particularly important, as Aang must learn to
master all four elements in order to defeat the Fire Nation. The theme of
hope is also important, as Aang and his friends must never give up, even
when things seem impossible.

"North and South, Part One: Enter the Avatar" is a strong start to the third
season of Avatar: The Last Airbender. The episode is full of action,
adventure, and humor, and it sets the stage for an epic conflict to come.
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